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Preface
Purpose of the document

These technical specifications provide information about how to use Web services to access
SWIFTRef reference data (BIC, IBAN, SEPA BIC, and SSI). The document describes the APIs in
JSON format and includes the sample request, the sample response, and the error codes.

It is mandatory that you read these implementation guidelines before using the new service.

Audience

This document is for the following audience:

• operations staff

• software developers

Significant changes

These tables list all significant changes to the content of the SWIFTRef API Technical
Specifications since the following previous editions. These tables do not include editorial changes
that SWIFT makes to improve the usability and comprehension of the document.

Updated information since the 10 March 2017
edition

Location

The .NET Framework compliance list has been
updated.

API Requirements and Security on page 13

The client code example in C# has been updated. Client Code Example in C# on page 62

The client code example in VB.NET has been
updated.

Client Code Example in VB.Net on page 63

The client code example in Java has been updated. Client Code Example in Java on page 64

The client code example in PHP has been updated. Client Code Example in PHP on page 66

Updated information since the 28 October 2016
edition

Location

The client code example in C# has been updated. Client Code Example in C# on page 62

The client code example in VB.NET has been
updated.

Client Code Example in VB.Net on page 63

The client code example in Java has been updated. Client Code Example in Java on page 64

The client code example in PHP has been updated. Client Code Example in PHP on page 66
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Updated information since the May 2016 edition Location

The client code example in C# has been updated to
support security protocols TLS 1.0, TLS 1.1 and TLS
1.2.

Client Code Example in C# on page 62

The client code example in VB.Net has been updated
to support security protocols TLS 1.0, TLS 1.1 and
TLS 1.2.

Client Code Example in VB.Net on page 63

The client code example in Java has been updated to
support security protocols TLS 1.0, TLS 1.1 and TLS
1.2.

Client Code Example in Java on page 64

The client code example in PHP has been updated to
support security protocols TLS 1.0, TLS 1.1 and TLS
1.2.

Client Code Example in PHP on page 66

Updated information since the April 2016 edition Location

For the Get SSIs for a BIC API, you must provide the
BIC, the currency, and the SSI category.

Get SSIs for a BIC on page 26

New information since the February 2016 edition Location

New API Get the IBAN from a BBAN on page 30

New and updated information since the
November 2015 edition

Location

New API Get Details of a National ID on page 39

The request Get BICs of a National ID has been
updated. There are two possible requests:

• with National ID and country code

• with National ID and scheme

Get BICs of a National ID on page 38

Related documentation

• Bank Directory Plus Technical Specifications

• ISO IBAN Registry

• SEPA Plus Technical Specifications

• SWIFTRef API Error and Status Codes

• UK SEPA IBAN Only Directory Technical Specifications
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1 SWIFTRef API Overview
Background

The SWIFTRef API provides easy access for developers to an accurate and complete set of
financial reference data. SWIFT publishes this reference data for use in the financial world.
Depending on the API, this reference data is derived from the Bank Directory Plus and UK SEPA
IBAN Only Directory data. For more information, see the Bank Directory Plus Technical
Specifications and the UK SEPA IBAN Only Directory Technical Specifications.

How to access remote services

For more information about access and user credentials, see Frequently Asked Questions for
SWIFTRef Users.

REST design principles

The API follows REST design principles that provide simple and predictable URLs to access data.

• API calls

HTTP requests use standard HTTP methods like GET, PUT, POST, and DELETE. This version
of the API only uses GET.

• API responses

HTTP responses are by default UTF-8 encoded JSON objects.

The developer that invokes the API can choose XML output instead of JSON output, by appending
a .xml suffix to the request URL. For more information about the XML format, see the Technical
Specifications - RESTful API - XML Format.

Type of information retrieved by API

This SWIFTRef API allows the lookup of various codes that identify financial institutions or
businesses:

Business identifier codes BIC https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics

Legal Entity Identifier codes LEI https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/leis

National Clearing Codes and sort
codes

National ID https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/national_ids

With this API, you can search for these codes based on various criteria.

The API provides the value of the code as well as data associated with the code, such as the
following:

• Name and address of a bank

• Payment-related information about a financial institution, such as how to reach a BIC for SEPA
payments

• Standing Settlement Instructions (SSI) for a given BIC and currency

SSIs provide information about how to settle a payment, for a given currency, with a given bank
or financial institution.
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You can also use the API to cross-reference a code (for example, find the LEI for a BIC).

With this API, you can also check the validity of an International Bank Account Number (IBAN), and
derive from the IBAN's value which bank serves this account:

International Bank Account Number IBAN https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/ibans
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2 Future API Changes
The structure of the SWIFTRef API can evolve with time, for example because new elements must
be added to improve functionality or to fix an unforeseen issue. SWIFT limits the number of
changes.

If SWIFT changes the structure of an API, then the newly updated API will have an updated version
number.

The previous version of this API will continue to function, but will be deprecated and will expire 18
months following the release of a new version. A version number identifies the revision of the API.
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3 Available SWIFTRef APIs

API Description

Get Details of a BIC on page 18 For a supplied BIC, obtain a number of details for that BIC, such as
the institution name and the address.

Check the Validity of a BIC on page
21

Checks if a BIC exists in the BIC Directory, optionally on a specific,
given date.

If a date is provided, then this API validates if the BIC is valid at that
date. If the date is absent, then today's date is assumed.
Unpublished BICs are considered invalid.

Get the LEI for a BIC on page 22 Returns the Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) for a supplied, existing BIC.

Get National IDs for a BIC on page
23

For a valid BIC, provides the national ID, the country code, and the
code type. If the BIC is linked to multiple national ID's, then multiple
results can be returned.

Validate SEPA Reachability of a BIC
on page 24

Specifies for a supplied BIC and SEPA service how to reach that
BIC.

Get SSIs for a BIC on page 26 Retrieves the Standing Settlement Instructions (SSI) for a supplied
BIC, currency, and SSI category.

Get the IBAN from a BBAN on page
30

Retrieves the IBAN for a given Basic Bank Account Number (BBAN)
and country code.

Get the BIC for an LEI on page 36 Returns any BICs for a given, valid LEI.

Check the Validity of a National ID on
page 37

Verifies that a national code from a specific country exists in the
Bank Directory Plus Directory.

Get BICs of a National ID on page 38 Returns the BIC or BICs for a given national ID with its country code
or scheme.

Get Details of a National ID on page
39

For a given National ID, retrieve the details of that National ID, that is
the bank name or business name, and the address.

Get Details for an IBAN on page 32 For a given valid IBAN, derives the components of the IBAN:

• country code

• checksum

• bank ID

• branch ID

• account number

• length
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API Description

Check Validity of an IBAN on page
33

Validates a supplied IBAN according to the following criteria:

• Country code

• Check digits (calculated based on the scheme defined in
ISO/IEC 7064 Modulo 97-10)

• IBAN NATIONAL ID contained in the IBAN

• IBAN total length

Get the BIC for an IBAN on page 34 Derives the BIC from a supplied IBAN.

Check Validity of a UK IBAN and Get
the SEPA BIC on page 43

As part of the UK SEPA IBAN Only Directory, any UK IBAN (IBAN
code starting with GB) can be validated. If the IBAN is valid, then the
SEPA BIC of the institution that services the IBAN is returned.

For more information about the UK SEPA IBAN Only Directory, see
the UK SEPA IBAN Only Directory User Guide.
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4 Testing and Ordering

4.1 How to test
Procedure

1. You can request a free trial for testing purposes. For more information, see Frequently Asked
Questions for SWIFTRef Users.

2. To use the service in live mode, you must subscribe to the service on www.swift.com.

4.2 How to order
Procedure

1. Go to ordering pages on www.swift.com. Click SWIFTRef APIs (login required).

2. Select the destination BIC if requested.

3. Enter the institution details, quotation reference, and account manager e-mail.

4. Select the number of API transactions (calls) foreseen for the 12 months of the initial contract
period.
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Important There are usage restrictions linked to the licence type that you subscribe to. For
more information about the usage rights for each licence type, see the SWIFTRef
Products Terms and Conditions for Web services on www.swift.com. SWIFT
reserves the right to verify the distribution of the directory files and the type of
licence that you subscribe to.

5. Type the e-mail addresses of your administrator and back-up administrator then click Continue .

6. On the SWIFTRef API Subscription page, select the check box to confirm the order details,
then click Order now .
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5 Authentication and Authorisation

5.1 API Requirements and Security

API requirements

To ensure encrypted communication, HTTPS (TLS) is always required to use the API.

This API uses Basic HTTP authentication (HTTP 1.1).

For production use, the HTTP Basic username and password used to authenticate this API must
correspond to the username and password of a valid API account (automation account) on
www.swift.com. This account must have the right to access SWIFTRef Web Services. SWIFT calls
this the application's API account or automation account in this document. The username of this
account uniquely identifies the application, and is also called the application's Application ID.

For more information about access and user credentials, see Frequently Asked Questions for
SWIFTRef Users.

CAUTION The account to access this API must be dedicated to the purpose of accessing the
API. This means that this account should not have any other rights, privileges, or
roles. It cannot be a multi-profile swift.com account. Thus, human users cannot re-use
their personal account on www.swift.com for accessing this API. Instead, another
dedicated account should be used.

Once you have set up your password for the API account, do NOT log in to swift.com with this
automation account. There is no limit on the password expiring while it is used for remote services.
If you log in to swift.com with this API account a long time after the initial set-up, then you will have
to reset the password. Resetting this password will require you to change the password embedded
in all of your systems that use the APIs.

In addition, using API accounts on swift.com or sharing passwords is not recommended for security
reasons.

Service-based applications security

This API is designed to be invoked from server-based applications.

These server-based applications must ensure that the API account's username and password are
protected as follows:

• are kept confidential

• are never exposed to the end user

• are never exposed in software running at the end-user, such as client-side JavaScript or mobile
applications

A breach of confidentiality of the API account might lead to abuse of the API by unauthorised
parties. This could lead to additional expenses for the developer that owns the API account, and
potentially to suspension of the API account.

Upon successful authentication of the application to the API, there is a session established on the
SWIFTRef servers. A cookie is returned to the application to identify this session. In subsequent
calls to the API, the session cookie can be provided in the HTTPS header. This avoids providing
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the username and password credentials at every call. For more information, see Example of
Successful Authentication on page 14.

The process is compliant with RFC-2617 Basic HTTP Authentication Framework.

SWIFTRef APIs are only supported using TLS version 1.1 or above.

To support the correct version depending on the program language you use, consider the following
compliance list:

• .NET Framework

- .NET 4.5 and above

TLS 1.2 is supported, but it is not a default protocol. You must explicitly choose to use it.

- .NET 4.0

TLS 1.1 is supported, but it is not a default protocol. You must explicitly choose to use it.

TLS 1.2 is not supported.

- .NET 3.5 or below

TLS 1.1 is supported, but it is not a default protocol. You must explicitly choose to use it.

TLS 1.2 is not supported.

• About Java

(https://blogs.oracle.com/java-platform-group/entry/diagnosing_tls_ssl_and_https)

- Java 8 (March 2014 to present)

No additional action is necessary to support TLS 1.2 because it is supported by default.

- Java 7 (July 2011 to present)

TLS v1.1 and 1.2: You must explicitly choose to use them.

- Java 6 (2006 to the end of public updates in 2013)

TLS v1.1: You must explicitly choose to use it.

Tip For coding examples on how to use the correct version of TLS, see Client Code
Examples in .Net (C# and VB.Net), Java, and PHP on page 62.

5.2 Example of Successful Authentication

Request

If no session is established yet, then the API request must provide HTTP Basic authentication in
the HTTP header of the request.

The authorization field must respect the following:

• contain the username and password of the application's API account

• be separated by a colon ":"

• be Base64-encoded, per RFC 2617 and RFC 2045

Assuming username is Application1, and password is Abcd0+#!1;45, then this looks like the
following example.
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Response

The response then provides a cookie, that precedes the JSON body with the actual response data
(if successful). This cookie can then be used in subsequent API calls to avoid repeating the
username/password authentication.

This cookie remains valid for 1 hour. Example:

Subsequent requests

The following example shows how the cookie can then be used in subsequent calls to the API,
without repeating the authorization header field.

5.3 Example of Authentication Failure

Request

An unauthenticated request from an application to the API leads to a response with a 401 -
Authorisation Required HTTP status code.

This response also includes:

• A body in JSON with a status object (see Errors and Error Properties on page 44)

• A cookie in the Set-Cookie HTTP header field. This cookie can either be ignored, or it can be
used in a subsequent request where the authorization header is also provided (see Example of
Successful Authentication on page 14).
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Response
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6 BICs

6.1 Overview of BICs
BIC stands for business identifier code. BIC is an international standard for identification of
institutions within the financial services industry.

BICs are used in automated processing. BICs are often used in financial transactions, to identify
unambiguously a party involved in the transaction.

Examples of institutions that use BICs are as follows:

• bank that holds an account

• company that initiates the payment

• clearing house

• stock exchange

• broker

• correspondent bank

• securities depository

The International Organization for Standardization has designated SWIFT as the BIC Registration
Authority. The ISO 9362 standard specifies the elements and the structure of a BIC.

A BIC consists of either eight or eleven (BIC11) contiguous characters.

These characters comprise either the first three, or all four, of the following components:

• party prefix (4 characters)

• country code (2 characters)

• party suffix (2 characters)

• branch identifier (optional, 3 characters)

Party suffixes and branch identifiers can contain digits as well as alphabetic characters. All other
characters of the BIC are alphabetic (A-Z). BICs never contain blanks or special characters, and
are always in uppercase.

 Description Example

8-character BIC Identifies the bank or business in a particular country and city
or location.

Each 8-character BIC has an equivalent BIC11, where the
first 8 characters are the same as in the 8-character BIC and
the last 3 characters are 'XXX'.

Both the 8-character BIC and its equivalent BIC11 ending in
'XXX' denote the same entity, that is the head office of that
bank or business in that city or location.

DEUTDEFF (8-character BIC)

DEUTDEFFXXX (equivalent BIC11)

• party prefix DEUT

• country code DE (in Germany)

• party suffix FF (in Frankfurt)

• branch identifier XXX (head-office)
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 Description Example

11-character BIC 8-character BIC followed by 3 characters that identify a sub-
entity, also called a branch identifier, of that bank or business
within that city or location

DEUTDEFF500

In API request URIs, both 8-character BIC and BIC11 are allowed. In API responses, a BIC is
always in BIC11 format.

6.2 Get Details of a BIC

Description

For a given BIC, you can retrieve the details of that BIC, that is the bank name or business name,
and the address.

Request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/<bic>

Request parameter

<bic> is an 8-character BIC or 11-character BIC.

In this request, and in all requests where a <bic> is used, a valid 8-character BIC or BIC11 is
expected. For an invalid BIC, an error is returned (see Errors and Error Properties on page 44).

Sample request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/DEUTDEFF

Sample response

{
    "bic": "DEUTDEFFXXX",
    "institution_name": "Deutsche Bank AG",
    "branch_information": "Group Head Office", 
    "address": {    
        "address_lines": ["TAUNUSANLAGE 12"],
        "post_office_box": "numbered box in a post office" 
        "town_name": "FRANKFURT AM MAIN",
        "country_subdivision": "state or region or county",
        "post_code": "60262",
        "country_name": "Germany",
        "country_code": "DE"
    },
    "contact_details": {
        "phone_number": "international phonenumber starting with +",
        "fax_number": "international faxnumber starting with +",
        "email_address": "e-mail address",
        "web_address": "https://www.db.com"
    },
    "office_type": "HO",
    "swift_services": [ { 
        "code": "3-character code of the SWIFT service", 
        "name": "name of the SWIFT service"
        }
    ]
}
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Response elements

Name Description

bic The BIC of the institution on which more information is requested.

institution_name Name by which a party is known and which is usually used to identify that party.

branch_information A free text description of the branch as provided by the financial institution to which it belongs.
This is currently provided for entries with a BIC when the financial institution concerned wants
to provide this extra information.

address Postal address of this institution.

address_lines An array of maximum 4 lines (strings) expressing the street address of the BIC, for example.
street name, house number, building name and floor, area.

post_office_box Numbered box in a post office, assigned to a person or organisation, where letters are kept
until called for.

town_name Name of a built-up area, with defined boundaries, and a local government.

country_subdivision Identifies a subdivision of a country (for example, state, region, county).

post_code Identifier consisting of a group of letters and/or numbers that is added to a postal address to
assist the sorting of mail.

country_name The country name in English of the institution/branch as indicated in the ISO 3166 list.

If your application needs to derive country names in other languages, then your application
needs to look up the country_code in a table with country names in the desired language.

country_code The ISO 3166-1 alpha-2 code of the country of the institution/branch.

contact_details Contains information about how the party can be contacted.

phone_number Collection of information that identifies a phone number, as defined by telecom services.

fax_number Collection of information that identifies a FAX number, as defined by telecom services.

email_address Address for electronic mail (e-mail).

web_address Address for the Universal Resource Locator (URL), that is used over the www (HTTP) service.
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Name Description

office_type Indicates the status of the entity in the office hierarchy:

Name Definition

HO Head Office

MP Main Payments Office

DB Domestic Branch of department

SB Sub Domestic Branch

FB Foreign Branch

SF Sub-Foreign Branch

UC Unclassified

The meaning of these codes will never change, but new codes may be added in the future
without a change in API version.

For more information about office types, see the Bank Directory Plus Technical Specifications.

swift_services A list of 3-character codes and names of SWIFT FIN service codes (also called value added
service codes). The field can contain up to 20 three-character codes.

The meaning of these codes will never change, but new codes may be added in the future
without a change in API version.

For the latest authoritative list of FIN service codes, see the BIC Directory Business Codes.

code Code given by the service provider (SWIFT) to uniquely identify a service it offers.

name Name given by the service provider (SWIFT) to uniquely identify a service it offers.

Errors

If the requested BIC is invalid or unpublished, then an HTTP error 404 Not Found is returned, with
an error body in JSON format.

For more information, see the following:

• Errors and Error Properties on page 44

• Get Details of a BIC Error and Status Codes on page 52
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6.3 Check the Validity of a BIC

Description

You can check whether a BIC is correct and valid, that is whether it is published in the BIC
Directory. The official worldwide ISO 9362 Registration Authority maintains the BIC Directory. This
validity call allows for very fast, low overhead checking of the validity of a BIC.

Optionally, you can check whether a BIC was valid at a particular date in the past. If no date is
specified, then today's date is assumed.

Unpublished BICs are considered invalid.

Request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/<bic>/validity
or

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/<bic>/validity?effective_date=<date>

Request parameters

Name Description

<bic> An 8-character or 11-character BIC

<date> A date in YYYY-MM-DD format, always interpreted as a UTC date

The current version of the API does not support other time zones for this date.

Sample request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/AASIUS31XXX/validity?
effective_date=1997-12-31

Sample response

{
    "bic": "AASIUS31XXX",
    "validity": "VBIC",
    "effective_date" : "1997-12-31Z"
}

Response elements

Name Description

bic Specifies the BIC

validity Contains the code VBIC if the BIC is valid on the requested effective_date.

For more information about the validity of BICs, see Overview of BICs on page 17.
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Name Description

effective_date A date in YYYY-MM-DD format to indicate explicitly on which date the BIC is confirmed to be valid.
This date is verified against the BIC Effective Date and BIC Effective Date End.

The timezone of the effective_date is always UTC, hence the 'Z' suffix will always be present, in
compliance with ISO 8601 / RFC 3339. If no effective_date parameter is provided in the request
URL, then this effective_date in the response will be the date in UTC at the time the API
request was made.

Errors

If the requested BIC is invalid or unpublished, then an HTTP error 404 Not Found is returned, with
an error body in JSON format.

For more information, see the following:

• Errors and Error Properties on page 44

• Check the Validity of a BIC Error and Status Codes on page 45

6.4 Get the LEI for a BIC

Description

For a given BIC, you can retrieve the LEI of that BIC.

Request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/<bic>/lei

Request parameter

<bic> is an 8-character BIC or 11-character BIC.

Sample request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/DEUTDEFF/lei

Sample response

{
    "lei": "7LTWFZYICNSX8D621K86" 
}

Response element

The response is the corresponding LEI for a given BIC. If there is no LEI known for a valid BIC,
then an HTTP status 404 Not Found is returned, with a status body in JSON format.

Errors

If the requested BIC is invalid or unpublished, then an HTTP status code 404 Not Found is
returned, with an error body in JSON format.

For more information, see the following:

• Errors and Error Properties on page 44

• Get the LEI for a BIC Error and Status Codes on page 54
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6.5 Get National IDs for a BIC

Description

For a given BIC, you can retrieve the National IDs of that BIC.

Request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/<bic>/national_ids

Request parameter

<bic> is an 8-character BIC or 11-character BIC.

Sample request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/national_ids

Sample response

{
    "national_ids": [
        {
            "id": "50070010",
            "scheme": "BLZ"
        },
        {
            "id": "00878623",
            "type": "FN",
            "scheme": "SC"
        }
    ]
}

Response elements

The response is an array of National IDs, which can be empty.

If there is no National ID known for a valid BIC, then there is an HTTP status code 404 Not Found
returned, with a status body in JSON format.

Name Description

national_ids Contains the requested additional details on the national ID.

id The National ID of the institution or branch.

scheme The scheme under which the national ID is defined

Abbreviations like "BLZ" or "RIB" are examples. "SC" is the scheme used in this API
for the National IDs in the United Kingdom, Gibraltar, Guernsey, Jersey, and the Isle
of Man.

The meaning of these codes will never change, but new codes could be added in the
future without a change in API version.

For more information about the valid National ID types, see the Bank Directory Plus
Technical Specifications.
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Name Description

type The type of National ID.

If type is absent, then it is the main National ID (MA).

Code Definition

FN FN stands for Foreign National ID Type. In some
countries, banks have a National code issued by a foreign
payment clearing service, such as a German bank that
has a Swiss BC. In that case, the Swiss BC is indicated as
FN.

AN AN stand for Alternative National ID Type. The banks/
branches in a country can own National IDs issued by
multiple authorities in that country. For example, banks in
Brazil can own COMPE national IDs and ISPB National
IDs. The second code is indicated as AN.

Errors

If the requested BIC is invalid or unpublished, then an HTTP error 404 Not Found is returned, with
an error body in JSON format.

For more information, see the following:

• Errors and Error Properties on page 44

• Get National IDs for a BIC Error and Status Codes on page 47

6.6 Validate SEPA Reachability of a BIC

Description

For a given BIC and SEPA payment scheme, you can validate that it can be reached for SEPA
payments and return the SEPA channel CSM (Clearing and Settlement System) through which the
bank owning the BIC can be reached. The response also returns the adherence BIC that signed
the adherence agreement with the EPC and the intermediary institution's BIC (if applicable and
available).

Request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/<bic>/reachability?
sepa_scheme=<sepa_service>

Request parameters

Name Description

<bic> An 8-character BIC or 11-character BIC
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Name Description

<sepa_service> SEPA service code

Code Definition

SDD SEPA Direct Debit service

SCT SEPA Credit Transfer service

SDB SEPA Direct Debit Business to Business service

SDDC SEPA Cor1 Direct Debit service

Sample request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/DEUTESMMXXX/reachability?sepa_scheme=SDD

Sample response

{
    "payment_channels": [ {
            "id": "STET",
            "member_type": "DRCT"
        },
        {
            "id": "CECB",
            "member_type": "IDRC",
            "direct_participant": "BANKBEBBXXX"
        }
    ],
    "adherence_bic": "DEUTDEFFXXX"
}

Response elements

The response is a variety of payment channels (SEPA-compliant CSMs) that can be used to reach
the BIC, which can be empty. Optionally, an EPC adherence BIC is returned. If the BIC is an
indirect CSM participant, then the intermediary bank's (direct participant) BIC is also returned, if
available.

A payment channel identifies the clearing channel through which the beneficiary institution can
receive SEPA payment instructions according to the scheme.

If there are no payment_channels known for a valid BIC, then there is an HTTP status code 404
Not Found returned, with a status body in JSON format.

Name Description

payment_channels SEPA CSM through which the BIC is reachable for the supplied SEPA SCHEME.

id The id of the payment channel (SEPA-compliant CSM)

For the complete list of codes, see "Payment Channels in SEPA" in the SEPA Plus
Technical Specifications.
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Name Description

member_type A payment channel has a member_type.

The member_type has one of the following codes:

Code Definition

DRCT Direct

Member has full rights in the system. In
principle, this membership status entails
financial responsibility for its own operations
and sponsored members' operations
submitted to the system.

IDRC Indirect

Member has limited rights in the system
specifications. In principle, this membership
status entails no financial responsibility for its
operations submitted to the system.

UKWN Unknown

The type of membership is unknown.

direct_participan
t

Contains the BIC of the direct participant through which the indirectly reachable BIC
can be reached. May only be present if the payment channel's member is an
indirect participant.

adherence_bic Specifies the adherence BIC11of the reachable BIC.

The adherence BIC is the BIC that (according to the financial institution that
provided routing data to SWIFT) appears in the EPC Adherence Register. It is the
BIC that signed the SEPA adherence agreement with the European Payments
Council.

Errors

If the requested BIC is invalid or unpublished, then an HTTP error 404 Not Found is returned, with
an error body in JSON format.

For more information, see the following:

• Errors and Error Properties on page 44

• Validate SEPA Reachability of a BIC Error and Status Codes on page 50

6.7 Get SSIs for a BIC

Description

For a given BIC, a given currency, and an SSI category (wholesale or retail), you can retrieve the
Standing Settlement Instructions (SSIs). One or more SSIs can be returned.
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In the request, you must provide the BIC, the currency, and the SSI category.

Request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/<bic>/ssis?
currency_code=<currency_code>&ssi_category=<ssi_category>

Request parameters

Name Description

<bic> An 8-character BIC or 11-character BIC

<currency_code> A 3-character currency code for which SSI data needs to be retrieved.

<ssi_category> Code that indicates the SSI category for which SSI data needs to be retrieved, that is
COPA or WHLS.

Code Definition

COPA Retail payments

WHLS Wholesale payments

Sample request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/DEUTDEFF/ssis?
currency_code=USD&ssi_category=WHLS
The previous sample request asks how to perform wholesale payments settlement in US dollars
with DEUTDEFF.

Sample response

{
    "ssis":   [
        {
            "owner_bic": "DEUTDEFFXXX",
            "institution_name": "Deutsche Bank AG",
            "branch_information": "Group Head Office", 
            "address": {
                "address_lines": ["TAUNUSANLAGE 12"],
                "post_office_box": "numbered box in a post office", 
                "town_name": "FRANKFURT AM MAIN",
                "country_subdivision": "state or region or county",
                "post_code": "60262",
                "country_name": "Germany",
                "country_code": "DE"
            },
            "currency_code": "USD",
            "direct": false,
            "correspondent": {
                "bic": "CITIUS33XXX",
                "account": "7892398045980", 
                "preferred": true
            },
            "first_intermediary": {
                "bic": "ABNANL22XXX",
                "account": "279341108ABC" 
            },
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            "second_intermediary": {
                "bic": "BNPAFRPPXXX",
                "account": "346879DZ-411" 
            }
        }
    ]
}

Response elements

The result is an array of SSIs, one per currency code. If there are no SSIs known for a valid BIC,
then there is an HTTP status code 404 Not Found returned, with a status body in JSON format.

For more information, see the SSI Plus Technical Specifications.

Name Description

owner_bic The owner of the SSI Nostro Account

institution_name Name by which an institution is known and which is usually used
to identify that institution.

branch_information This is a free text description of the branch as provided by the
financial institution to which it belongs. For the time being this will
be provided only for entries with a BIC and only when the
financial institution concerned wants to provide this extra
information. The information is sourced from the BIC Directory.

address Contains the address of the owner of the SSI

address_lines Information that locates and identifies a specific address, as
defined by postal services, that is presented in free format text.

post_office_box Numbered box in a post office, assigned to a person or
organisation, where letters are kept until called for

town_name Name of a built-up area, with defined boundaries, and a local
government

country_subdivision Identifies a subdivision of a country such as state, region, or
county

post_code Identifier that consists of a group of letters and/or numbers that is
added to a postal address to assist the sorting of mail

country_name The country name of the institution/branch as indicated in the
ISO 3166 list

country_code The ISO 3166-1 alpha-2 code of the country of the institution/
branch

currency_code The ISO 4217 currency code of the requested SSIs.
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Name Description

direct Indicates whether there is a direct account relationship between
the owner of the SSI and the Correspondent.

If false, then this means at least the First Intermediary must be
present.

correspondent The counterparty where the owner BIC is holding the SSI for the
specified currency.

bic Specifies the BIC

account The account for a given BIC

preferred Indicates if it is a preferred correspondent, true (yes) or false
(no).

first_intermediary Contains the BIC and the Nostro account of the first Intermediary
with the Correspondent. The first Intermediary is the owner of the
account with the Correspondent.

account The account for a given BIC

second_intermediary Contains the BIC and the Nostro account of the Second
Intermediary with the First Intermediary. The Second
Intermediary is the owner of the account with the First
Intermediary.

Errors

If the requested BIC is invalid or unpublished, then an HTTP error 404 Not Found is returned, with
an error body in JSON format.

For more information, see the following:

• Errors and Error Properties on page 44

• Get SSIs for a BIC Error and Status Codes on page 48
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7 BBANs

7.1 Get the IBAN from a BBAN

Description

For a given Basic Bank Account Number (BBAN), you can retrieve the corresponding IBAN. You
must also provide a country code.

Request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bbans/<bban>/iban?country_code=<country_code>

Request parameter

Name Description

<bban> • Consists of up to 30 alphanumeric characters and has a fixed length per country

• Includes the identification code of the bank/branch together with the customer
account number

• Its structure is country-specific:

- In some countries, the BBAN is exactly the same as the account number (as
the account number contains the national code)

- In other countries, the account number does not include the national code,
and it needs to be constructed

<country_code> The 2-character ISO 3166-1 country code of the country that issued the National ID

Sample request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bbans/20041010050500013M02606/iban?
country_code=FR

Sample response

{
  "iban":"FR1420041010050500013M02606"
}

Response elements

Name Description

iban Contains the IBAN that was validated

Errors

If the requested IBAN is invalid, then an HTTP error 404 Not Found is returned, with an error body
in JSON format.
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For more information, see the following:

• Errors and Error Properties on page 44

• Get the IBAN from a BBAN Error and Status Codes on page 60
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8 IBANs

8.1 Overview of IBANs
An International Bank Account Number (IBAN) is a worldwide unique identifier for an account of a
customer at a financial institution (bank account, securities safekeeping account, and so on). For
more information, see the latest edition of the international standard ISO 13616 Financial services -
International bank account number (IBAN).

The length and structure of an IBAN depend on the country.

An IBAN is always structured as follows:

• 2-character country code

• Check digits

• Basic Bank Account Number (BBAN)

If the BBAN does not include an identifier for the financial institution that services the account, then
the IBAN will also contain an identifier for the financial institution next to the BBAN. The financial
institution that services the account can be derived from the IBAN. Not all countries use IBANs. In
this API, an IBAN is always in its electronic format, that is without spaces or separators between
portions of the IBAN.

Example of an IBAN: CZ9455000000001011038930

8.2 Get Details for an IBAN

Description

For a given IBAN, you can obtain the components of the IBAN.

Request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/ibans/<iban>

Request parameter

<iban> is an IBAN (International Bank Account Number).

Sample request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/ibans/CZ9455000000001011038930

Sample response

{
    "iban": "CZ9455000000001011038930",
    "country_code": "CZ",
    "checksum": "94",
    "bank_id": "5500",
    "branch_id": "the branch of the bank",
    "account_number": "1011038930",
    "length": 24
}
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Response elements

Name Description

iban Contains the IBAN that was validated

country_code The ISO 3166-1 alpha-2 code of the country of the institution/branch.

checksum The checksum extracted from the IBAN

bank_id The BANK ID extracted from the IBAN. Its structure (bank ID only or bank ID +
branch ID) is as defined by the IBAN BIC LENGTH in the IBANSTRUCTURE file.

branch_id Unique and unambiguous identification of a branch of a financial institution.

account_number The remainder of the IBAN including the account number.

length The length of the IBAN

Errors

If the requested IBAN is invalid, then an HTTP error 404 Not Found is returned, with an error body
in JSON format.

For more information, see the following:

• Errors and Error Properties on page 44

• Get Details for an IBAN Error and Status Codes on page 57

8.3 Check Validity of an IBAN

Description

You can check whether an IBAN is valid, that is its country code, structure, length, and checksum
are valid. It also checks that the bank ID exists and that it is allowed for use in the IBANs. If the
bank ID is not allowed, then it is listed in the Exclusion List. This list contains bank IDs that must
not be used in IBANs. This validity call allows for very fast, low overhead checking of the validity of
an IBAN.

For more information about the EXCLUSIONLIST file, see the IBAN Plus Technical Specifications.

Request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/ibans/<iban>/validity

Request parameter

<iban> is an IBAN (International Bank Account Number).

Sample request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/ibans/CZ9455000000001011038930/validity
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Sample response

{
    "iban": "CZ9455000000001011038930",
    "validity": "IVAL"
}

Response elements

Name Description

iban Contains the IBAN that was validated

validity Contains the code IVAL if the IBAN is valid.

Errors

If the requested IBAN is invalid, then an HTTP error 404 Not Found is returned, with an error body
in JSON format.

For more information, see the following:

• Errors and Error Properties on page 44

• Check Validity of an IBAN Error and Status Codes on page 51

There are different error codes returned for invalid country code, length, checksum, or bank ID.

8.4 Get the BIC for an IBAN

Description

For a given IBAN, you can retrieve the BIC of the institution that services the IBAN. This API is
compliant with the requirement for BIC from IBAN derivation defined in the Regulation (EU) No
260/2012.

Request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/ibans/<iban>/bic

Request parameter

<iban> is the IBAN for which the corresponding BIC is requested.

Sample request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/ibans/CZ9455000000001011038930/bic

Sample response

{
    "bic": "DEUTDEFFXXX"
}

Response element

The BIC associated with the IBAN.

For more information, see Overview of BICs on page 17.
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Errors

If the requested IBAN is invalid, then an HTTP error 404 Not Found is returned, with an error body
in JSON format.

For more information, see the following:

• Errors and Error Properties on page 44

• Get the BIC for an IBAN Error and Status Codes on page 53
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9 LEIs

9.1 Overview of LEIs
LEI stands for legal entity identifier. An LEI is used for unique identification of legal entities involved
in financial transactions. LEIs can be assigned to any type of institution or organisation that has a
legal status, including banks, financial institutions, corporations, businesses and so on. LEI is
based on the ISO 17442 universal standard "Financial Services - Legal Entity Identifier (LEI)".

LEI is a unique 20 character alphanumeric code and consists of 18 alphanumeric characters
(uppercase) followed by 2 digits.

Related information

Get the LEI for a BIC on page 22

9.2 Get the BIC for an LEI

Description

For a given LEI, you can retrieve the BIC of that LEI.

Request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/leis/<lei>/bic

Request parameter

<lei> is a 20-character LEI.

Sample request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/leis/7LTWFZYICNSX8D621K86/bic

Sample response

{
    "bic": "DEUTDEFFXXX"
}

Response element

The response is a BIC11. If there is no BIC known for a valid LEI, then there is an HTTP status
code 404 Not Found returned, with a status body in JSON format.

Errors

If the requested LEI is invalid or unpublished, then an HTTP error 404 Not Found is returned, with
an error body in JSON format.

For more information, see the following:

• Errors and Error Properties on page 44

• Get the BIC for an LEI Error and Status Codes on page 55
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10 National IDs

10.1 Overview of National IDs
A National ID is an identifier that is associated to a bank or financial institution.

Related information

Get National IDs for a BIC on page 23

10.2 Check the Validity of a National ID

Description

With this API call, you can check whether a National ID is correct and valid.

You need to provide the National ID, and either a country code, or an indication to which scheme
this National ID belongs.

Request

Use one of the following API calls:

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/national_ids/<national_id>/validity?
country_code=<country_code>
or

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/national_ids/<national_id>/validity?
scheme=<scheme>

Request parameters

Name Description

<national_id> A given National_ID within the specified scheme, for example 50070010

<country_code> The 2-character ISO 3166-1 country code of the country that issued the National ID

<scheme> The scheme under which the national ID is defined

Abbreviations like "BLZ" or "RIB" are examples. "SC" is the scheme used in this API
for the National IDs in the United Kingdom, Gibraltar, Guernsey, Jersey, and the Isle
of Man.

For more information about the valid National ID types, see the Bank Directory Plus
Technical Specifications.

Sample request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/national_ids/50070010/validity?scheme=BLZ

Sample response

{
    "national_id": "50070010",
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    "scheme": "BLZ",
    "validity": "VNID"
}

Response elements

Name Description

national_id A given National_ID within the specified scheme

scheme The scheme under which the national ID is defined

Abbreviations like "BLZ" or "RIB" are examples. "SC" is the scheme used in this API
for the National IDs in the United Kingdom, Gibraltar, Guernsey, Jersey, and the Isle
of Man.

For more information about the valid National ID types, see the Bank Directory Plus
Technical Specifications.

validity Contains the code VNID (Valid National ID) if the National ID is valid in the provided
scheme or country.

Errors

If the requested National ID is invalid or unpublished, then an HTTP error 404 Not Found is
returned, with an error body in JSON format.

For more information, see the following:

• Errors and Error Properties on page 44

• Check the Validity of a National ID Error and Status Codes on page 56

10.3 Get BICs of a National ID

Description

For a given National ID, you can retrieve the BIC or the BICs of that National ID.

You must provide the National ID, and either a country code, or an indication to which scheme this
National ID belongs.

Request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/national_ids/<national_id>/bics?
country_code=<country_code>
or

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/national_ids/<national_id>/bics?
scheme=<scheme>

Request parameters

Name Description

<national_id> A given National_ID within the specified scheme
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Name Description

<country_code> The 2-character ISO 3166-1 country code of the country that issued the National ID

<scheme> The scheme under which the national ID is defined

Abbreviations like "BLZ" or "RIB" are examples. "SC" is the scheme used in this API
for the National IDs in the United Kingdom, Gibraltar, Guernsey, Jersey, and the Isle
of Man.

For more information about the valid National ID types, see the Bank Directory Plus
Technical Specifications.

Sample request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/national_ids/50070010/bics?scheme=BLZ

Sample response

{
  "bics":[
    "DEUTDEFF500",
    "DEUTDEFF503",
    "DEUTDEFF504",
    "DEUTDEFF540",
    "DEUTDEFF541",
    "DEUTDEFF542",
    "DEUTDEFFXXX"
  ]
}

Response elements

The response is an array of BIC11s. If there are no BICs known for a valid National ID, then an
HTTP status code 404 Not Found is returned, with a status body in JSON format.

Errors

If the requested National ID is invalid or unknown, then an HTTP error 404 Not Found is returned,
with an error body in JSON format.

For more information, see the following:

• Errors and Error Properties on page 44

• Get BICs of a National ID Error and Status Codes on page 46

10.4 Get Details of a National ID

Description

For a given National ID, you can retrieve the details of that National ID, that is the bank name or
business name, and the address. You must provide either a country code, or an indication to which
scheme the National ID belongs.
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Request

Use one of the following API calls:

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/national_ids/<national_id>?
country_code=<country_code>
or

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/national_ids/<national_id>?scheme=<scheme>

Request parameters

Name Description

<national_id> A given National_ID within the specified scheme, for example 00200110

<country_code> The 2-character ISO 3166-1 country code of the country that issued the National ID

<scheme> The scheme under which the national ID is defined

Abbreviations like "BLZ" or "RIB" are examples. "SC" is the scheme used in this API
for the National IDs in the United Kingdom, Gibraltar, Guernsey, Jersey, and the Isle
of Man.

For more information about the valid National ID types, see the Bank Directory Plus
Technical Specifications.

Sample request

GET https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/national_ids/00200110?country_code=CY

Sample response

{
  "national_ids":[
    {
      "id":"00200110",
      "scheme":"CBCCY",
      "institution_name":"BANK OF CYPRUS PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED",
      "branch_information":"(HEAD OFFICE IN NICOSIA AND ALL CYPRUS OFFICES)",
      "address":{
        "address_lines":[
          "51 STASSINOS STREET",
          "AYIA PARASKEVI, STROVOLOS"
        ],
        "town_name":"NICOSIA (LEFKOSIA)",
        "post_code":"2002",
        "post_office_box":"POB 21472, 2002",
        "country_name":"CYPRUS",
        "country_code":"CY"
      },
      "contact_details":{
        "phone_number":"+357 22 128 000",
        "fax_number":"+357  22 378 111",
        "email_address":"info@cy.bankofcyprus.com",
        "web_address":"http://www.bankofcyprus.com"
      },
      "office_type":"HO"
    }
  ]
}
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Response elements

Name Description

institution_name Name by which a party is known and which is usually used to identify that party.

branch_information A free text description of the branch as provided by the financial institution to which it belongs.
This is currently provided for entries with a BIC when the financial institution concerned wants
to provide this extra information.

address Postal address of this institution.

address_lines An array of maximum 4 lines (strings) expressing the street address of the BIC, for example.
street name, house number, building name and floor, area.

post_office_box Numbered box in a post office, assigned to a person or organisation, where letters are kept
until called for.

town_name Name of a built-up area, with defined boundaries, and a local government.

country_subdivision Identifies a subdivision of a country (for example, state, region, county).

post_code Identifier consisting of a group of letters and/or numbers that is added to a postal address to
assist the sorting of mail.

country_name The country name in English of the institution/branch as indicated in the ISO 3166 list.

If your application needs to derive country names in other languages, then your application
needs to look up the country_code in a table with country names in the desired language.

country_code The ISO 3166-1 alpha-2 code of the country of the institution/branch.

contact_details Contains information about how the party can be contacted.

phone_number Collection of information that identifies a phone number, as defined by telecom services.

fax_number Collection of information that identifies a FAX number, as defined by telecom services.

email_address Address for electronic mail (e-mail).

web_address Address for the Universal Resource Locator (URL), that is used over the www (HTTP) service.
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Name Description

office_type Indicates the status of the entity in the office hierarchy:

Name Definition

HO Head Office

MP Main Payments Office

DB Domestic Branch of department

SB Sub Domestic Branch

FB Foreign Branch

SF Sub-Foreign Branch

UC Unclassified

The meaning of these codes will never change, but new codes may be added in the future
without a change in API version.

For more information about office types, see the Bank Directory Plus Technical Specifications.

Errors

If the requested National ID is invalid or unpublished, then an HTTP error 404 Not Found is
returned, with an error body in JSON format.

For more information, see the following:

• Errors and Error Properties on page 44

• Get Details of a National ID Error and Status Codes on page 59
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11 UK IBANs and SEPA BICs

11.1 Check Validity of a UK IBAN and Get the SEPA BIC

Description

As part of the UK SEPA IBAN Only Directory, any UK IBAN (IBAN code starting with GB) can be
validated: country code, structure, length, and checksum. There are additional checks that the bank
national sort code exists and that it is allowed for use in the IBAN and not excluded by the financial
institution. If the IBAN is valid, then the SEPA BIC of the institution that services the IBAN is
returned.

Request

GET https://sepaio.api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/ibans/<iban>/sepabic

Request parameter

<iban> is the IBAN (International Bank Account Number) to validate and for which the
corresponding BIC is requested.

Sample request

GET https://sepaio.api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/ibans/GB91ANTS09001301234567/sepabic

Sample response

{
  "sepabic":"ANTSGB2LTSY",
}

Response elements

The BIC associated with the IBAN.

For more information, see Overview of BICs on page 17.

Errors

If the requested IBAN is invalid, then different HTTP error codes are returned for invalid country
code, length, checksum, or bank ID (national sort code), with an error body in JSON format.

For more information, see the following:

• Errors and Error Properties on page 44

• Check Validity of UK IBAN and Get SEPA BIC Error and Status Codes on page 58
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A Errors and Error Properties

A.1 HTTP Status Codes
The API returns the following HTTP response codes.

Code Name Definition

200 OK The standard response for successful HTTP requests. The body
contains the response.

400 Bad Request Something is wrong in the parameters of the request. The body
contains more details.

401 Not Authorized The caller does not have permission to access this resource or
method. The body contains more details.

404 Not Found The requested resource is not found. The body contains more details.

500 Server Error The request is valid but could not be executed due to some problem
on the server. The body contains more details.

503 Service
Temporarily
Unavailable

The body contains more details.

A.2 Status and Error Properties
For all HTTP status codes in 4xx and 5xx ranges, the response body always contains a status
object to provide more explanation on what went wrong. This is shown in the following example.

Name Description

http A repeat of the HTTP status code

code An error code or status code, unique across all SWIFT APIs
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Name Description

user_message Provided in case your application needs to display a short error message to a
human end- user

developer_message A verbose description for a developer of the possible causes of the error and the
possible fixes

more_info A hyperlink to an explanation of the error for developers, possibly with further
pointers to community input

If the HTTP status code is 200 OK, then no status object will be returned in the response.

Related information

For more information about the error and status codes, see:

SWIFTRef API Error and Status Codes on page 45
SWIFTRef API Error and Status Codes (in Excel on swiftredata.com)

A.3 SWIFTRef API Error and Status Codes

A.3.1 Check the Validity of a BIC Error and Status Codes

Code User message HTTP Text Examples

VBIC(1) Valid BIC 200 BIC resource identifier matches
expression [A-Z]{6,6}[A-Z2-9][A-
NP-Z0-9]([A-Z0-9]{3,3}){0,1} and
it exists within the BIC Directory
(and it is valid on the supplied
date, if date is supplied with the
correct parameter name)

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/validity

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/validity?
effective_date=2011-10-31

v1/bics/AASIUS31XXX/validity?
date=1998-01-01

IBIC(1) Invalid BIC 404 BIC resource identifier matches
expression [A-Z]{6,6}[A-Z2-9][A-
NP-Z0-9]([A-Z0-9]{3,3}){0,1}, but
it does not exist within the BIC
Directory (or is invalid on the
supplied date, if supplied)

v1/bics/XXXXXXXXXXX/validity

v1/bics/AASIUS31XXX/validity?
effective_date=1998-01-01

MBRI(1) Invalid BIC format or
BIC not supplied

400 Invalid BIC resource identifier (not
matching expression [A-Z]{6,6}[A-
Z2-9][A-NP-Z0-9]([A-Z0-9]{3,3})
{0,1}) or missing BIC resource
identifier

v1/bics/XXX/validity

v1/bics//validity
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Code User message HTTP Text Examples

IDAP(2) Invalid date
parameter

400 Date parameter must be
expressed in YYYY-MM-DD
format

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/validity?
effective_date=20111031

NBIC BIC not found 404 BIC resource identifier does not
exist within the BIC Directory

v1/bics/validity

UNRS Wrong URL format 404 Unavailable resource v1/bic/DEUTDEFFXXX/validity

UNRP Wrong URL format 404 Unavailable BIC resource
property

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/validit

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX

UNOP Wrong URL format 400 Unavailable operation on BIC
resource

v1/bics

ILIC You do not have
sufficient privileges
to execute this
service

401 Unallowed access: user account
credentials not provided, wrong
user account credentials or user
account without permission

Access without an account, with wrong
account credentials or with an account
without permission

IREQ Invalid request 400 The server cannot accept this
request as it was performed: API
calls between client and server
must be compliant to the
documentation

Request performed through HTTP
methods other than GET

(1) For more information, see ISO 9362:2009.

(2) For more information, see ISO 8601.

A.3.2 Get BICs of a National ID Error and Status Codes

Code User message HTTP Text Examples

BIWF(1) Corresponding
BIC(s) found

200 The national ID exists with the
supplied scheme and has at least
one BIC associated

v1/national_ids/39020000/bics?
scheme=BLZ

BINF(1) No corresponding
BIC found

404 The national ID does not exist,
does not exist with the supplied
scheme, or has no BIC
associated

v1/national_ids/00000000/bics?
scheme=BLZ

ICTP(1) Invalid scheme
parameter

400 Supplied scheme parameter does
not exist (/AN and /FN suffixes
are not allowed)

v1/national_ids/39020000/bics?
scheme=XXX
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Code User message HTTP Text Examples

ICCP(2) Invalid country code
parameter

400 Supplied country code parameter
does not exist

v1/national_ids/39020000/bics?
country_code=WW

INVP Invalid parameters 400 Either scheme or country code
parameter must be supplied

v1/national_ids/39020000/bics v1/
national_ids/39020000/bics?
country=DE

v1/national_ids/39020000/bics?
type=BLZ

v1/national_ids/39020000/bics?
country_code=DE&scheme=BLZ

MIRI(1) Wrong URL format 400 Missing national ID resource
identifier

v1/national_ids//bics?scheme=BLZ

UNRS Wrong URL format 404 Unavailable resource v1/national_id/39020000/bics?
scheme=BLZ

UNRP Wrong URL format 404 Unavailable national ID resource
property

v1/national_ids/39020000/bic?
scheme=BLZ

UNOP Wrong URL format 400 Unavailable operation on national
ID resource

v1/national_ids/bics?scheme=BLZ

v1/national_ids/39020000?scheme=BLZ

ILIC You do not have
sufficient privileges
to execute this
service

401 Unallowed access: user account
credentials not provided, wrong
user account credentials or user
account without permission

Access without an account, with wrong
account credentials or with an account
without permission

IREQ Invalid request 400 The server cannot accept this
request as it was performed: API
calls between client and server
must be compliant to the
documentation

Request performed through HTTP
methods other than GET

(1) For more information, see Bank Directory Plus Technical Specifications - For File Version 3.

(2) For more information, see ISO 3166.

A.3.3 Get National IDs for a BIC Error and Status Codes

Code User message HTTP Text Examples

NIDF Corresponding
national ID(s) found

200 The BIC exists and has at least
one national ID associated

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/national_ids
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Code User message HTTP Text Examples

NNIF No corresponding
national ID found

404 The BIC does not exist or has no
national ID associated

v1/bics/AAACKWKWXXX/national_ids v1/
bics/XXXXXXXXXXX/national_ids v1/
bics/XXX/national_ids

MBRI(1) Wrong URL format 400 Missing BIC resource identifier v1/bics//national_ids

NBIC BIC not found 404  v1/bics/national_ids

UNRS Wrong URL format 404 Unavailable resource v1/bic/DEUTDEFFXXX/national_ids

UNRP Wrong URL format 404 Unavailable BIC resource
property

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/national_id

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX

UNOP Wrong URL format 400 Unavailable operation on BIC
resource

v1/bics

ILIC You do not have
sufficient privileges
to execute this
service

401 Unallowed access: user account
credentials not provided, wrong
user account credentials or user
account without permission

Access without an account, with wrong
account credentials or with an account
without permission

IREQ Invalid request 400 The server cannot accept this
request as it was performed: API
calls between client and server
must be compliant to the
documentation

Request performed through HTTP
methods other than GET

(1) For more information, see ISO 9362:2009.

A.3.4 Get SSIs for a BIC Error and Status Codes

Code User message HTTP Text Examples

SSIF(1) SSI(s) found with
the supplied
parameters

200 The BIC exists and has at least
one SSI with the specified
currency and category

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/ssis?
currency=AED&=COPA

NOSS(1) No SSI matching the
supplied parameters

404 The BIC does not exist or has no
SSI with the specified currency
and category

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/ssis?
currency=MXN&=COPA

v1/bics/XXXXXXXXXXX/ssis?
currency=AED&=COPA

v1/bics/XXX/ssis?
currency=AED&=COPA
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Code User message HTTP Text Examples

ICCY(2) Invalid currency
parameter

400 Currency parameter not supplied,
supplied with a wrong parameter
name or it does not exist (not ISO
4217-compliant)

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/ssis?
currency_code=XXX&ssi_category=CO
PA

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/ssis?
ssi_category=COPA

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/ssis

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/ssis?
currency=AED&ssi_category=COPA

ICAT(1) Invalid SSI category
parameter

400 SSI category parameter not
supplied, supplied with a wrong
parameter name or it does not
exist (only COPA and WHLS
allowed)

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/ssis?
currency=AED&=YYYY

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/ssis?
currency=AED

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/ssis?
currency=AED&=COPA

MBRI(3) Wrong URL format 400 Missing BIC resource identifier v1/bics//ssis?currency=AED&=COPA

UNRP Wrong URL format 404 Unavailable BIC resource
property

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/ssi?
currency=AED&=COPA

UNRS Wrong URL format 404 Unavailable resource v1/bic/DEUTDEFFXXX/ssis?
currency=AED&=COPA

UNOP Wrong URL format 400 Unavailable operation on BIC
resource

v1/bics

ILIC You do not have
sufficient privileges
to execute this
service

401 Unallowed access: user account
credentials not provided, wrong
user account credentials or user
account without permission

Access without an account, with wrong
account credentials or with an account
without permission

IREQ Invalid request 400 The server cannot accept this
request as it was performed: API
calls between client and server
must be compliant to the
documentation

Request performed through HTTP
methods other than GET

(1) For more information, see SSI Plus Technical Specifications - For File Version 2.

(2) For more information, see ISO 4217.

(3) For more information, see ISO 9362:2009.
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A.3.5 Validate SEPA Reachability of a BIC Error and Status
Codes

Code User message HTTP Text Examples

PCFB(1) Payment channel(s)
found with the
supplied BIC and
scheme

200 The BIC exists and has at least
one payment channel associated
with the supplied SEPA scheme

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/reachability?
sepa_scheme=SDD

ICHA(1) No payment
channel found with
the supplied BIC
and scheme

404 The BIC does not exist or has no
payment channel associated with
the supplied SEPA scheme

v1/bics/PVRBRU4VXXX/reachability?
sepa_scheme=SDD

v1/bics/XXXXXXXXXXX/reachability?
sepa_scheme=SDD

v1/bics/XXX/reachability?
sepa_scheme=SDD

ISSC(1) Invalid SEPA
scheme parameter

400 SEPA scheme parameter not
supplied, supplied with a wrong
parameter name or the SEPA
scheme does not exist (only SDD,
SCT, SDB, and SDDC allowed)

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/reachability?
sepa_scheme=XXX

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/reachability

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/reachability?
sepa_scheme=

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/reachability?
sepa_schem=SDD

MBRI(2) Wrong URL format 400 Missing BIC resource identifier v1/bics//reachability?
sepa_scheme=SDD

UNRP Wrong URL format 404 Unavailable BIC resource
property

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/reachabilit?
sepa_scheme=SDD

UNRS Wrong URL format 404 Unavailable resource v1/bic/DEUTDEFFXXX/reachability?
sepa_scheme=SDD

UNOP Wrong URL format 400 Unavailable operation on BIC
resource

v1/bics

ILIC You do not have
sufficient privileges
to execute this
service

401 Unallowed access: user account
credentials not provided, wrong
user account credentials or user
account without permission

Access without an account, with wrong
account credentials or with an account
without permission
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Code User message HTTP Text Examples

IREQ Invalid request 400 The server cannot accept this
request as it was performed: API
calls between client and server
must be compliant to the
documentation

Request performed through HTTP
methods other than GET

(1) For more information, see www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu > SEPA DIRECT DEBIT > What is a Payment Scheme?.

(2) For more information, see ISO 9362:2009.

A.3.6 Check Validity of an IBAN Error and Status Codes

Code User message HTTP Text Examples

IVAL(1) The IBAN is
valid

200  v1/ibans/AL47212110090000000235698741/validity

IICC(2) ISO IBAN
country code
prefix is not
valid

404  v1/ibans/OL47212110090000000235698741/validity

IBLI(1) IBAN length is
invalid

404 An IBAN must adhere to
following structure: [a-zA-
Z]{2,2}[0-9]{2,2}[a-zA-
Z0-9]{1,30}

v1/ibans/AL4721211009000000023569874/validity

IIBC(1) IBAN
checksum is
invalid

404  v1/ibans/AL47212110090000000235698742/validity

BIDU Bank ID is not
known to
SWIFT

404 Bank ID format is correct,
but it does not exist within
the system

v1/ibans/AL36912110090000000235698741/validity

IBID The bank ID is
invalid
according to
the
EXCLUSION
LIST

404 The bank ID exists, but it
is included within the
exclusion list

v1/ibans/AT981950000000000000/validity

MIRI(1) Wrong URL
format

400 Invalid IBAN resource
identifier (not matching
expression [a-zA-Z]{2,2}
[0-9]{2,2}[a-zA-Z0-9]
{1,30}) or missing IBAN
resource identifier

v1/ibans/XXX/validity

v1/ibans//validity
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Code User message HTTP Text Examples

UNRP Wrong URL
format

404 Unavailable IBAN
resource property

v1/ibans/AL47212110090000000235698741/validit

UNRS Wrong URL
format

404 Unavailable resource v1/iban/AL47212110090000000235698741/validity

UNOP Wrong URL
format

400 Unavailable operation on
IBAN resource

v1/ibans/validity

v1/ibans/AL47212110090000000235698741

v1/ibans

ILIC You do not
have sufficient
privileges to
execute this
service

401 Unallowed access: user
account credentials not
provided, wrong user
account credentials or
user account without
permission

Access without an account, with wrong account
credentials or with an account without permission

IREQ Invalid request 400 The server cannot accept
this request as it was
performed: API calls
between client and server
must be compliant with
the documentation

Request performed through HTTP methods other than
GET

(1) For more information, see ISO 13616.

(2) For more information, see ISO 3166.

A.3.7 Get Details of a BIC Error and Status Codes

Code User message HTTP Text Examples

BIWF(1) Corresponding BIC
found

200 BIC is valid and it exists within the
BIC Directory

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX

BINF(1) No corresponding
BIC found

404 The supplied BIC does not exist
within the BIC Directory

v1/bics/XXXXXXXXXXX

v1/bics/XXX

UNRS Wrong URL format 404 Unavailable resource v1/bic/DEUTDEFFXXX

UNOP Wrong URL format 400 Unavailable operation on BIC
resource

v1/bics/

v1/bics

v1/bics//
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Code User message HTTP Text Examples

ILIC You do not have
sufficient privileges
to execute this
service

401 Unallowed access: user account
credentials not provided, wrong
user account credentials or user
account without permission

Access without an account, with wrong
account credentials or with an account
without permission

IREQ Invalid request 400 The server cannot accept this
request as it was performed: API
calls between client and server
must be compliant with the
documentation

Request performed through HTTP
methods other than GET

(1) For more information, see ISO 9362:2009.

A.3.8 Get the BIC for an IBAN Error and Status Codes

Code User message HTTP Text Examples

BIWF(1) Corresponding
BIC found

200 The IBAN is valid, exists
and has one BIC
associated

v1/ibans/AL47212110090000000235698741/bic

BINF(1) No
corresponding
BIC found

404 The supplied IBAN does
not exist or has no BIC
associated

v1/ibans/
IT25XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/bic

v1/ibans/XXX/bic

MIRI(1) Wrong URL
format

400 Missing IBAN resource
identifier

v1/ibans//bic

UNRS Wrong URL
format

404 Unavailable resource v1/iban/BFXS5XCH7N0Y05NIXW11/bic

UNOP Wrong URL
format

403 Unavailable operation on
IBAN resource

v1/ibans/bic

v1/ibans/BFXS5XCH7N0Y05NIXW11

v1/ibans

UNRP Wrong URL
format

404 Unavailable IBAN resource
property

v1/ibans/BFXS5XCH7N0Y05NIXW11/bi

ILIC You do not have
sufficient
privileges to
execute this
service

401 Unallowed access: user
account credentials not
provided, wrong user
account credentials or user
account without permission

Access without an account, with wrong account
credentials or with an account without permission
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Code User message HTTP Text Examples

IREQ Invalid request 400 The server cannot accept
this request as it was
performed: API calls
between client and server
must be compliant to the
documentation

Request performed through HTTP methods other than
GET

(1) For more information see ISO 13616.

A.3.9 Get the LEI for a BIC Error and Status Codes

Code User message HTTP Text Examples

LEIF Corresponding
LEI found

200 The BIC exists and has one
LEI associated

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/lei

LEIN No
corresponding
LEI found

404 The BIC does not exist or
has no LEI associated

v1/bics/AAACKWKWXXX/lei

v1/bics/XXXXXXXXXXX/lei

v1/bics/XXX/lei

MBRI(1) Wrong URL
format

400 Missing BIC resource
identifier

v1/bics//lei

v1/bics/lei

UNRS Wrong URL
format

404 Unavailable resource v1/bic/DEUTDEFFXXX/lei

UNRP Wrong URL
format

404 Unavailable BIC resource
property

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX/leis

v1/bics/DEUTDEFFXXX

UNOP Wrong URL
format

400 Unavailable operation on
BIC resource

v1/bics

ILIC You do not
have sufficient
privileges to
execute this
service

401 Unallowed access: user
account credentials not
provided, wrong user
account credentials or user
account without permission

Access without an account, with wrong account
credentials or with an account without permission
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Code User message HTTP Text Examples

IREQ Invalid request 405 The server cannot accept
this request as it was
performed: API calls
between client and server
must be compliant to the
documentation

Request performed through HTTP methods other than
GET

(1) For more information, see ISO 9362:2009.

A.3.10 Get the BIC for an LEI Error and Status Codes

Code User message HTTP Text Examples

BIWF(1) Corresponding
BIC found

200 The LEI is valid, exists and
has one BIC associated

v1/leis/BFXS5XCH7N0Y05NIXW11/bic

BINF(1) No
corresponding
BIC found

404 The supplied LEI does not
exist or has no BIC
associated

v1/leis/CWAJJ9DJ5Z7P057HV541/bic

v1/leis/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX99/bic v1/leis/XXX/bic

MLRI(1) Wrong URL
format

400 Missing LEI resource
identifier

v1/leis//bic

UNRS Wrong URL
format

404 Unavailable resource v1/lei/BFXS5XCH7N0Y05NIXW11/bic

UNRP Wrong URL
format

404 Unavailable LEI resource
property

v1/leis/BFXS5XCH7N0Y05NIXW11/bics

UNOP Wrong URL
format

400 Unavailable operation on
LEI resource

v1/leis/bic

v1/leis/BFXS5XCH7N0Y05NIXW11

v1/leis

ILIC You do not have
sufficient
privileges to
execute this
service

401 Unallowed access: user
account credentials not
provided, wrong user
account credentials or user
account without permission

Access without an account, with wrong account
credentials or with an account without permission
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Code User message HTTP Text Examples

IREQ Invalid request 400 The server cannot accept
this request as it was
performed: API calls
between client and server
must be compliant to the
documentation

Request performed through HTTP methods other than
GET

(1) For more information, see ISO 17442.

A.3.11 Check the Validity of a National ID Error and Status
Codes

Code User message HTTP Text Examples

VNID(1) The national ID is
valid

200 The national ID format matches
the generic expression [0-9A-Z]
{2,11} and it exists

v1/national_ids/39020000/validity?
scheme=BLZ

v1/national_ids/39020000/validity?
country_code=DE

INID(1) The national ID
format is valid but it
does not exist

404 The national ID format matches
the generic expression [0-9A-Z]
{2,11} but it does not exist

v1/national_ids/00000000/validity?
scheme=BLZ

v1/national_ids/00000000/validity?
country_code=DE

ICTP(1) Invalid scheme
parameter

400 Supplied scheme parameter does
not exist (/AN and /FN suffixes are
not allowed)

v1/national_ids/39020000/validity?
scheme=XXX

ICCP(2) Invalid country
code parameter

400 Supplied country code parameter
does not exist

v1/national_ids/39020000/validity?
country_code=WW

INVP Invalid parameters 400 Either scheme or country code
parameter must be supplied

v1/national_ids/39020000/validity

v1/national_ids/39020000/validity?
country=DE

v1/national_ids/39020000/validity?
type=BLZ

v1/national_ids/39020000/validity?
country_code=DE&scheme=BLZ
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Code User message HTTP Text Examples

MNRI(1) Wrong URL format 400 Missing national ID resource
identifier or its format does not
match the generic expression
[0-9A-Z]{2,11}

v1/national_ids/X/validity?scheme=BLZ

v1/national_ids/
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/
validity?scheme=BLZ

v1/national_ids//validity?scheme=BLZ

UNRS Wrong URL format 404 Unavailable resource v1/national_id/39020000/validity?
scheme=BLZ

UNRP Wrong URL format 404 Unavailable national ID resource
property

v1/national_ids/39020000/validit?
scheme=BLZ

UNOP Wrong URL format 400 Unavailable operation on national
ID resource

v1/national_ids/validity?scheme=BLZ

v1/national_ids/39020000?scheme=BLZ

v1/national_ids?scheme=BLZ

ILIC You do not have
sufficient privileges
to execute this
service

401 Unallowed access: user account
credentials not provided, wrong
user account credentials or user
account without permission

Access without an account, with wrong
account credentials or with an account
without permission

IREQ Invalid request 400 The server cannot accept this
request as it was performed: API
calls between client and server
must be compliant to the
documentation

Request performed through HTTP
methods other than GET

(1) For more information, see Bank Directory Plus Technical Specifications - For File Version 3.

(2) For more information, see ISO 3166.

A.3.12 Get Details for an IBAN Error and Status Codes

Code User message HTTP Text Examples

IBWF(1) Corresponding
IBAN found

200  v1/ibans/FR1420041010050500013M02606

IBNF(1) No
corresponding
IBAN found

404  v1/ibans/XXXXXXXXXXX

v1/ibans/XXX

UNRS Wrong URL
format

404 Unavailable resource v1/iban/FR1420041010050500013M02606
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Code User message HTTP Text Examples

UNOP Wrong URL
format

400 Unavailable operation on
BIC resource

v1/ibans/

v1/ibans

v1/ibans//

ILIC You do not have
sufficient
privileges to
execute this
service

401 Unallowed access: user
account credentials not
provided, wrong user
account credentials or user
account without permission

Access without an account, with wrong account
credentials or with an account without permission

IREQ Invalid request 400 The server cannot accept
this request as it was
performed: API calls
between client and server
must be compliant to the
documentation

Request performed through HTTP methods other than
GET

(1) For more information, see ISO 13616.

A.3.13 Check Validity of UK IBAN and Get SEPA BIC Error and
Status Codes

Code User Message HTTP Text Examples

BIWF(1) Corresponding
BIC found

200 The IBAN is valid, exists and has
one BIC associated

v1/ibans/GB91ANTS09001301234567/
sepabic

IBLI(1) IBAN length is
invalid

404 The length of the IBAN is different
from the length as specified in the
IBANSTRUCTURE file and the
ISO IBAN Registry

v1/ibans/GB91ANTS090013012345678/
sepabic

IIBC(2) IBAN checksum is
invalid

404 The IBAN checksum is different
from the calculated checksum
using the ISO 3166 standard and
the MOD97-10 algorithm

v1/ibans/GB90ANTS09001301234567/
sepabic

BIDU Bank ID is not
known to SWIFT

404 Bank ID format does not exist
within IBANPLUS directory nor in
the EXCLUSION LIST

v1/ibans/GB86RBOS60161331926819/
sepabic

IBID The bank ID is
invalid according
to the
EXCLUSION LIST

404 The bank ID exists, but should not
be used in IBANs (it is included in
the exclusion list)

v1/ibans/GB21ABCM60924101234567/
sepabic
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Code User Message HTTP Text Examples

MIRI(3) Wrong URL format 400 Invalid IBAN resource identifier
(not matching expression GB[0-9]
{2,2}[a-zA-Z0-9]{1,30}) or missing
IBAN resource identifier

v1/ibans/GG91ANTS09001301234567/
sepabic

v1/ibans/XXX/bic v1/ibans//sepabic

UNRP Wrong URL format 404 Unavailable IBAN resource
property

v1/ibans/GB91ANTS09001301234567/
sepabi

UNRS Wrong URL format 404 Unavailable resource v1/iban/GB91ANTS09001301234567/
sepabic

UNOP Wrong URL format 400 Unavailable operation on IBAN
resource

v1/ibans/bic

v1/ibans/GB91ANTS09001301234567
v1/ibans

ILIC You do not have
sufficient
privileges to
execute this
service

401 Unallowed access: user account
credentials not provided, wrong
user account credentials or user
account without permission

(access without an account, with wrong
account credentials or with an account
without permission)

IREQ Invalid request 400 The server cannot accept this
request as it was performed: API
calls between client and server
must be compliant to the
documentation

(request performed via HTTP methods
other than GET)

(1) For more information, see ISO 13616.

(2) For more information, see ISO 13616 and ISO 7064.

(3) For more information, see ISO 13616 (United Kingdom subset).

A.3.14 Get Details of a National ID Error and Status Codes

Code User message HTTP Text Examples

NIDF(1) Corresponding
National ID
found

200 v1/national_ids/50070010?scheme=BLZ

v1/national_ids/50070010?country_code=DE

NNIF(1) No
corresponding
National ID
found

404 v1/national_ids/50070010?scheme=ABICAB

v1/national_ids/50070010?country_code=IT
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Code User message HTTP Text Examples

ICTP(1) Invalid scheme
parameter

400 Supplied scheme
parameter does not exist
(/AN and /FN suffixes are
not allowed)

v1/national_ids/50070010?scheme=XXX

ICCP(2) Invalid country
code
parameter

400 Supplied country code
parameter does not exist

v1/national_ids/39020000/validity?country_code=WW

INVP Invalid
parameters

400 Either scheme or country
code parameter must be
supplied

v1/national_ids/50070010

v1/national_ids/50070010?country=DE

v1/national_ids/50070010?type=BLZ

v1/national_ids/50070010?
country_code=DE&scheme=BLZ

MNRI Wrong URL
format

400 Missing national ID
resource identifier

v1/national_ids/?scheme=BLZ

UNRS Wrong URL
format

404 Unavailable resource v1/national_id/39020000/validity?scheme=BLZ

ILIC You do not
have sufficient
privileges to
execute this
service

401 Unallowed access: user
account credentials not
provided, wrong user
account credentials or
user account without
permission

Access without an account, with wrong account credentials
or with an account without permission

IREQ Invalid request 400 The server cannot accept
this request as it was
performed: API calls
between client and server
must be compliant to the
documentation

Request performed through HTTP methods other than GET

(1) For more information, see Bank Directory Plus Technical Specifications - For File Version 3.

(2) For more information, see ISO 3166.

A.3.15 Get the IBAN from a BBAN Error and Status Codes

Code User message HTTP Text Examples

IBWF(1) Corresponding IBAN
found

200 v1/bbans/20041010050500013M02606/iban?
country_code=FR
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Code User message HTTP Text Examples

IBNF(1) No corresponding
IBAN found

404 v1/bbans/XXXXXXXXXXXX/iban?country_code=FR

ICCP(2) Invalid country code
parameter

400 Supplied country code
parameter does not exist

v1/bbans/20041010050500013M02606/iban?
country_code=WW v1/bbans/
20041010050500013M02606/iban?country_code=

INVP Invalid parameters 400 Country code parameter
must be supplied

v1/bbans/20041010050500013M02606/iban v1/
bbans/20041010050500013M02606/iban?

MBRI Wrong URL format 400 Missing BBAN resource
identifier

v1/bbans//iban?country_code=FR

UNRS Wrong URL format 404 Unavailable resource v1/bban/20041010050500013M02606/iban?
country_code=FR

UNRP Wrong URL format 404 Unavailable BBAN
resource property

v1/bbans/20041010050500013M02606/ibans?
country_code=FR

UNOP Wrong URL format 400 Unavailable operation on
BBAN resource

v1/bbans/20041010050500013M02606 v1/bbans/
20041010050500013M02606/ v1/bbans/
20041010050500013M02606//

ILIC You do not have
sufficient privileges
to execute this
service

401 Unallowed access: user
account credentials not
provided, wrong user
account credentials or
user account without
permission

(access without an account, with wrong account
credentials or with an account without permission)

IREQ Invalid request 400 The server cannot accept
this request as it was
perfomed: API calls
between client and server
must be compliant to the
documentation

(request performed via HTTP methods other than
GET)

(1) For more information, see ISO 13616.

(2) For more information, see ISO 3166.
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B Client Code Examples in .Net (C# and VB.Net),
Java, and PHP

B.1 Client Code Examples in .Net (C# and VB.Net)

B.1.1 Client Code Example in C#
The following example supports security protocols TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2.

/*******************************************************************************
 *
 * Copyright (C) S.W.I.F.T. sc. 2017. All rights reserved.
 *
 ******************************************************************************/

using System;
using System.Collections;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Data;
using System.Diagnostics;
using System.Net;
using System.IO;

static class RESTFulWebServices {

    public static void Main() {

        // Configuration parameters
        var iUrls = new string[3];
        iUrls[0] = "https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/VALIDBIC001";
        iUrls[1] = "https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/VALIDBIC002";
        iUrls[2] = "https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/VALIDBIC003";
        string iUsername = "username_customernumber";
        string iPassword = "password";

        try {

            // Uncomment the following code, according to the .NET version used

            // .NET Framework 3.5: TLS 1.1 support must be explicitly enabled
            // ServicePointManager.SecurityProtocol = (SecurityProtocolType)768;

            // .NET Framework 4.0: TLS 1.2 support must be explicitly enabled
            // ServicePointManager.SecurityProtocol = (SecurityProtocolType)3072;

            // .NET Framework 4.5 and above: TLS 1.2 support must be explicitly 
enabled
            // ServicePointManager.SecurityProtocol = SecurityProtocolType.Tls12;

            var cookieContainer = new CookieContainer();

            for (int i = 0; i < iUrls.Length; i++) {

                // Request is prepared
                HttpWebRequest request = (HttpWebRequest) 
WebRequest.Create(iUrls[i]);
                request.Method = "GET";
                string credentials = iUsername + ":" + iPassword;
                byte[] binaryCredentials = 
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System.Text.Encoding.UTF8.GetBytes(credentials);
                credentials = "Basic " + 
Convert.ToBase64String(binaryCredentials);
                request.Headers.Add("AUTHORIZATION", credentials);

                // Session management is enabled for the current request
                request.CookieContainer = cookieContainer;

                // Request is performed and response retrieved
                HttpWebResponse response = null;
                try {
                    response = (HttpWebResponse) request.GetResponse();
                } catch (WebException ex) {
                    response = (HttpWebResponse) ex.Response;
                }

                // Response content is displayed
                StreamReader reader = new 
StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream());
                Console.WriteLine(reader.ReadToEnd());

                reader.Close();

            }

        } catch (Exception ex) {
            // Custom error handling
            Console.WriteLine(ex.Message);
        }

    }

}

B.1.2 Client Code Example in VB.Net
The following example supports security protocols TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2.

'*******************************************************************************
'*
'* Copyright (C) S.W.I.F.T. sc. 2017. All rights reserved.
'*
'*******************************************************************************

Imports System.Collections
Imports System.Collections.Generic
Imports System.Data
Imports System.Diagnostics
Imports System.Net
Imports System.IO

NotInheritable Class RESTFulWebServices

    Public Shared Sub Main()

        ' Configuration parameters
        Dim iUrls(2) As String
        iUrls(0) = "https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/VALIDBIC001"
        iUrls(1) = "https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/VALIDBIC002"
        iUrls(2) = "https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/VALIDBIC003"
        Dim iUsername As String = "username_customernumber"
        Dim iPassword As String = "password"

        Try
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            ' Uncomment the following code, according to the .NET version used

            ' .NET Framework 3.5: TLS 1.1 support must be explicitly enabled
            ' ServicePointManager.SecurityProtocol = CType(768, 
SecurityProtocolType)

            ' .NET Framework 4.0: TLS 1.2 support must be explicitly enabled
            ' ServicePointManager.SecurityProtocol = CType(3072, 
SecurityProtocolType)

            ' .NET Framework 4.5 and above: TLS 1.2 support must be explicitly 
enabled
            ' ServicePointManager.SecurityProtocol = SecurityProtocolType.Tls12

            Dim cookieContainer As CookieContainer = New CookieContainer()

            For i As Integer = 0 To iUrls.Length - 1

                ' Request is prepared
                Dim request As HttpWebRequest = 
DirectCast(WebRequest.Create(iUrls(i)), HttpWebRequest)
                request.Method = "GET"
                Dim credentials As String = iUsername & ":" & iPassword
                Dim binaryCredentials As Byte() = 
System.Text.Encoding.UTF8.GetBytes(credentials)
                credentials = "Basic " & 
Convert.ToBase64String(binaryCredentials)
                request.Headers.Add("AUTHORIZATION", credentials)

                ' Session management is enabled for the current request
                request.CookieContainer = cookieContainer

                ' Request is performed and response retrieved
                Dim response As HttpWebResponse = Nothing
                Try
                    response = DirectCast(request.GetResponse(), HttpWebResponse)
                Catch ex As WebException
                    response = DirectCast(ex.Response, HttpWebResponse)
                End Try

                ' Response content is displayed
                Dim reader As New StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream())
                Console.WriteLine(reader.ReadToEnd())

                reader.Close()

            Next

        Catch ex As Exception
            ' Custom error handling
            Console.WriteLine(ex.Message)
        End Try

    End Sub

End Class

B.2 Client Code Example in Java
The following example supports security protocols TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2.

/*******************************************************************************
 *
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 * Copyright (C) S.W.I.F.T. sc. 2017. All rights reserved.
 *
 ******************************************************************************/

import java.io.BufferedReader;
import java.io.InputStreamReader;
import java.net.HttpCookie;
import java.net.HttpURLConnection;
import java.net.URL;
import java.util.List;
import javax.net.ssl.SSLContext;
import javax.xml.bind.DatatypeConverter;

public class RESTFulWebServices {

    public static void main(String[] args) {

        // Configuration parameters
        String[] iUrls = new String[3];
        iUrls[0] = "https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/VALIDBIC001";
        iUrls[1] = "https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/VALIDBIC002";
        iUrls[2] = "https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/VALIDBIC003";
        String iCookieName = "swiftreferencedata_production";
        String iUsername = "username_customernumber";
        String iPassword = "password";

        try {

            // Uncomment the following code, according to the Java version used

            // Java 6: TLS 1.1 support must be explicitly enabled
            // SSLContext context = SSLContext.getInstance("TLSv1.1");
            // context.init(null, null, null);
            // SSLContext.setDefault(context);

            // Java 7: TLS 1.2 support must be explicitly enabled
            // SSLContext context = SSLContext.getInstance("TLSv1.2");
            // context.init(null, null, null);
            // SSLContext.setDefault(context);

            // Java 8 and above: TLS 1.2 support is enabled by default

            // Request is prepared
            String credentials = iUsername + ":" + iPassword;
            String encodedCredentials = 
DatatypeConverter.printBase64Binary(credentials.getBytes());
            String cookieValue = null;

            for (int i = 0; i < iUrls.length; i++) {

                URL url = new URL(iUrls[i]);
                HttpURLConnection connection = (HttpURLConnection) 
url.openConnection();
                connection.setRequestProperty("Authorization", "Basic " + 
encodedCredentials);

                // Session management (only for Java 7 and above)
                if (cookieValue == null) {
                    List<HttpCookie> cookies = 
HttpCookie.parse(connection.getHeaderField("Set-Cookie"));
                    for (int j = 0; j < cookies.size(); j++) {
                        if (cookies.get(j).getName().equals(iCookieName)) {
                            cookieValue = cookies.get(j).getValue();
                        }
                    }
                } else {
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                    connection.setRequestProperty("Cookie", iCookieName + "=" + 
cookieValue);
                }

                // Request is performed and response retrieved
                BufferedReader br = null;
                if (connection.getResponseCode() == 200) {
                    br = new BufferedReader(new 
InputStreamReader((connection.getInputStream())));
                } else {
                    br = new BufferedReader(new 
InputStreamReader((connection.getErrorStream())));
                }

                // Response content is displayed
                String output = null;
                while ((output = br.readLine()) != null) {
                    System.out.println(output);
                }

                connection.disconnect();

            }

        } catch (Exception e) {

            // Custom error handling
            System.out.println(e.getMessage());

        }

    }

}

B.3 Client Code Example in PHP
The following example supports security protocols TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2.

<?php
/*******************************************************************************
 *
 * Copyright (C) S.W.I.F.T. sc. 2017. All rights reserved.
 *
 ******************************************************************************/

 // Configuration parameters
$iUrls = array(
    'https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/VALIDBIC001',
    'https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/VALIDBIC002',
    'https://api.swiftrefdata.com/v1/bics/VALIDBIC003'
);
$iUsername = 'username_customernumber';
$iPassword = 'password';

// Request is prepared
$c = curl_init();
curl_setopt($c, CURLOPT_USERPWD, $iUsername . ':' . $iPassword);
curl_setopt($c, CURLOPT_RETURNTRANSFER, 1);

// Session management
curl_setopt($c, CURLOPT_COOKIEJAR, sys_get_temp_dir() . '/cookies.txt');
curl_setopt($c, CURLOPT_COOKIEFILE, sys_get_temp_dir() . '/cookies.txt');
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foreach ($iUrls as $url) {

    curl_setopt($c, CURLOPT_URL, $url);

    // Request is performed and response retrieved
    $response = curl_exec($c);

    if (empty($response) === false) {
        // Response content is displayed
        echo $response . PHP_EOL;
    } else {
        // Custom error handling
        echo curl_error($c) . PHP_EOL;
    }

}

curl_close($c);
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